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Our Vision:   Inspired by Jesus, We Make a Difference

As time at Trinity College draws to a close 
for our current Yaer 12’s, I look back with 
fondness at the six years I have studied 
at the College, and the friends and 
relationships I have made over my time 
here.
Yet now I have been asked to write a 
message to the wider school community 
about my time within the College and 
what I have learnt along the way.
As a community we often focus on the 
negatives, about what is going wrong, 
what isn’t working, why it is too hard 
to change. But I ask why do we do this? 
Even I am guilty of being shrouded in the 
negatives, of too much to do, stress and 
unwillingness to change.
But throughout my journey at Trinity, 
I have been able to see that change is 
great. When we get so caught up in what 
is going wrong, we fail. This is a message 
for not only students, but staff as well.
Focus on the positives, commit to change, 
commit to positivity. As when you let 
the negatives in you spread negatives to 
everyone else.
To the junior levels, cherish the time 
you have with the people around you, 
as these people are the ones who will 
shape you as a person, who once you 
stand on the edge of finishing this whole 
experience you will miss the most.
The teachers, who we sometimes 
ridicule and take advantage of, are the 
people who have dedicated their time 
and lives to seeing us succeed. Respect 

Looking  back  and  preparing
for  the  challenges  ahead

College  Captains  recap  their  time  at  trinity

LEADING THE WAY: Ruby Nelson and Jack Holland are making the most of their time 
in the remaining weeks of Year 12. 

them, cherish them, appreciate them. 
They are here to guide us through our 
journeys through life and provide us with 
the knowledge and power to go forth 
from this experience.
To our intermediate levels, similar to the 
juniors, cherish the experiences that are 
presented to you.
Top End, Work Experience and so much 
more - these experiences will build 

you as humans, and give you a greater 
understanding of the world in which we 
exist and the many wonders we are yet 
to experience.
Take advantage of the resources in which 
the school has provided for you, to assist 
you, to help you pursue your dreams. 
But also take note of the work and 
preparation you will need to do, for the
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At Trinity, we place high expectations 
on our students. It is hoped that this 
will prepare students for a world where 
they will need to be disciplined and form 
good habits which will set them up for 
life after school. 
Last Term we had a big focus on the 
school uniform. We encouraged students 
to be respectful of the school uniform 
requirements and we were extremely 
pleased with the way students responded 
to the call. Well done to students for 
wearing the correct uniform and a BIG 

positive  behaviours  at  Trinity  college
thank you to the parents for supporting 
the school by ensuring students have 
access to the correct uniform.
This Term a big focus will be placed on 
BE PUNCTUAL. At school, this means 
turning up to Homeroom on time and 
turning up to classes on time throughout 
the school day.
Learning to be punctual is an important 
life skill and it is really important to form 
good habits early.
A reminder: All students are expected to 
attend Homeroom. Homeroom begins at 

8.48.
Food for Thought: 
If a student misses 10 minutes per day, 
that equals 50 minutes per week, 1.5 
weeks per year and nearly half a year of 
schooling over 13 years.
If it’s more time than that you can 
multiply it out.
That’s a significant chunk out of learning 
opportunities each day, week or year.
And please note that your child’s best 
learning is at the start of every day so 
that’s when every minute counts!

greater  western  junior  soccer
Trinity’s Junior Girls soccer team won an extra time thriller to 
secure a place in the School Sport Victoria State Finals.
The side was calm in defence in a one-off match against Holy 
Trinity Lutheran College from Horsham and created several 
chances but were unable to find the back of the net as the 
game went to extra time.
With a penalty shootout looming and just seconds remaining, 
Mackenzie Milverton crossed to Jessica Smith who swept home 
the winning goal.
It was just reward for the team who were expertly led by captain 
and centre back Matilda McCullagh and goal keeper Stella Rice, 
who patrolled the penalty box to eliminate any opposition 
attacks.
The girls will now contest the state finals at Darebin International 
Sports Centre in September.
The junior boys team faced a challenging first up match against 

Ballarat High School, who kicked with the aid of a strong breeze 
in the first half. Trinity fell behind to an early goal and conceded 
another two in the first half to trail 3-0 at the break.
Zavier Hunt and Brodie Harty led a more composed defensive 
effort in the second half and while Trinity created some good 
play through the midfield, the match ended 3-0.
The boys were evenly matched against Holy Trinity LC in their 
second round and went ahead late in the first half thanks to a 
well taken Kynan Parker goal.
The team looked set for a solid victory before two well taken 
shots in the last three minutes sealed Holy Trinity LC a 2-1 win. 
Thanks to Darren Balboni for his work in training and coaching 
the sides and good luck to the Junior Girls team who join the 
Intermediate Boys in contesting the state finals.
Sam Kelly
Teacher 

God our Father,
you call each of us by name,
and you treasure each of us 
individually as though no-one 
else exists.
Inspire us to respect and value 
each person who comes into 
our lives this day.
Amen.  

Key Dates
• Year 9 Melbourne Camp Aug 6-9
• Student Free Day Monday, Aug 12
• Subject selections due for Y10-11-12 2020 on Thursday, Aug 15

School Community Feedback Session - all welcome
• Wednesday, Aug 14 at 7.30 pm in the boardroom
• Topics for discussion include Year 9 PBL and our new timetabling

TRINITY  COLLEGE  CALENDAR  ITEMS



In what seems like a short couple of months, us Year 12’s will be 
dressing up together for the last time and heading to church for 
graduation, a time of reflection and celebration as we take our 
last few steps out of the Trinity College grounds and into a new 
chapter of our lives.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank my cohort for being 
such a fun, cohesive and supportive group of friends over the 
last nearly six years - we all have so many memories to look 
back on. 
Starting on that fateful orientation day where we were all 
nervous and shy to get to know the strangers that surrounded 
us, moving through the junior years as we familiarised with 
each other, to middle school where we knew faces and names, 
to senior school where we now lean on each other and call on 
one another with support and comradeship.
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coming years.
To our senior levels, congratulations on your hard work and 
persistence, to make it this far. Your dedication and grit are to 
be commended. To the year 11’s who stand in the position, in 
which many of us once did. For those who have dreams and 
goals of leadership in the next year, I cannot recommend it 
highly enough, the team in which you become will guide the 
school and the school culture. You are to be commended for 
your aspirations to drive the college into its next generation and 
era. To the year 12’s this time of reflection has given me the 
realisation of how much this group of people has changed and 

Just last week we had our final school dance together in a night 
of dapper suits, fabulous dresses and heels off before 9pm.
I’d also like to acknowledge how our dance moves have 
improved from staggered robots in early 2014 to a mosh pit of 
head bangers and finger pointers – well done to us!
In all seriousness though we have come so far over our time 
here and I want to express encouragement to my peers and 
remind you all we are almost there!
So, don’t give up now because I have every confidence that 
each and every one of us will find greatness in our futures, and 
I will want to hear all about it at our reunion.
A special mention to Ms McGlynn for being a rock for all of us at 
some stage this year - we appreciate it.
Ruby Nelson
College Captain

End  of  year  ceremonies  around  the  corner

making  the  most  of  year  12
shaped me as a person and for that I thank you. I wish you all 
the best of luck for the entirety of this year and beyond, I look 
forward to seeing what each and every one of you becomes.
Finally, to the staff, I cannot thank you enough for the tireless 
work you have put into each and everyone one of us throughout 
our journey at the College. I wish you all the best for the 
remainder of this year and beyond and cannot wait to celebrate 
our last days with you. Thank you also to everyone in the wider 
community who has provided any assistance or support to our 
schooling community.
Jack Holland
College Captain



Our aim is for all Trinity students to have a fully functioning device to assist with 
their learning. 
There are two important steps that can be completed at home to help keep 
your device in top shape.
1) Recharging your device ever night: Fully charging the device overnight will 
help it last the school day. 
2) Restarting your device every night: Computers just need a break sometimes. 
Restarting a device lets the computer refresh its systems and complete any nec-
essary updates. Restarting your device is kind of like getting our 8 hours sleep.

Recharge  and  restart  your  device,  every night!

When using the oval at break times, it is 
important to REMEMBER:
• Kicking the footy is GREAT!
• Running laps around the track is 
AWESOME!
• Playing soccer with your mates is 
SUPER!
• Playing chasy is FUN!
• Sitting and chatting with friends is FINE!
• BUT....Rough Play is NOT okay.

no  rough  play

The Trinity College Resource Centre (RC) 
is holding a creative writing competition 
during Term 3. 
There will be a box in the RC with 
‘prompts’. Students can take a prompt 
and write a creative story based on it, no 
more than 2 pages in length.
This will be judged by Mrs Darcy (English 
teacher) and Rhys Walter (Year 12 
student).
Prizes will be awarded!
 

Resource  Centre 
Logo  Comp

The Trinity College Resource Centre (RC) 
is also looking to get students to help 
create a logo to help identify us as we 
move into the new building at the end of 
the year.
The logo can be any colours and shapes 
and must include the following words or 
images:
• Reading
• Learning
• Connecting
• Resource Centre or RC 
The competition closes on 16 August.
Visit the Resource Centre for more 
information.

Creative
Writing
Competition

Sharing a love of reading
We are asking our staff what they are currently reading and will share that over 
the coming weeks to encourage others to find a book that interests them and 
make reading part of their ongoing education. Thanks to Dianne towers for 
sharing this week. Students can head to the library where they are sure to find 
some inspiration!

Attention Year 10 Parents: 
As part of the Year 10 iLeap Curriculum the school has arranged a guest speaker, an ex-
student of Trinity College, Harry Sinclair to attend on Tuesday 13 August to enlighten 
the students of his personal battles with mental health, body image and resulting 
addictions.  
Harry will focus his discussion on how his journey has impacted on all aspects of his 
life, including his relationships, employment and mental health, and the proactive 
steps he has taken to overcome and manage these adversities.
There will also be time for students to ask Harry questions, that will be closely 
screened by staff throughout.
We appreciate that some of Harry’s presentation might be confronting for some 
students but rest assured measures have been put in place if any student requires 
assistance.
If you have any questions regarding Harry’s presentation, please feel free to contact 
either Daniel Barnett or Jeremy Barren (Student Wellbeing Officer).
Jeremy Barren
Student Wellbeing Officer

Former  student  to  detail
health, addiction  issues



Last week we commenced our subject 
selection process for entry to the 2020 
academic year.
This can be quite an anxious time for 
students and families and we continue to 
streamline this process to assist students 
in making the best possible decision 
about their choice of subjects for next 
year. 
Subject Selection Timeline:
Students currently in Years 9 – 11: 24th 
July to 15th August 2019.
Students currently in Years 7 and 8: 20th 
August to 30th August 2019.
Subject Selection Process:
• Each student will receive a 
Curriculum Handbook which will be 
distributed at school.
• Students will attend subject 
information sessions as outlined below. 
• Students must submit their 
subject preferences online, according 
to the instructions detailed in the email 
each student will receive, by the due 
date.
Process of timetabling:
• To facilitate our curriculum 
planning for next year’s subjects, it is 
important that the deadline for the 
online submission of subject selection is 
adhered to by students. 

Years 7 and 8
Information about the subject selection process for students 
currently in Years 7 and 8 will be distributed on 20th August.
Year 9
Curriculum Handbook: Year 9 students will receive their 
Curriculum Handbook on Tuesday, 23th July.
Senior Students Information Evening
• Yr 9 students that are interested in studying an 
accelerated VCE or a VET unit in 2019 should attend the Senior 
Pathways Information Evening when they will be given extra 
information about VCE and VET units (Tuesday, 23rd July 7:30 
pm in the Trinity College Jubilee Centre).
• Students must bring their Curriculum Handbooks with 
them to this session.
Subject Information sessions
• On Wednesday, 24th July, Year 9 students will attend 
Subject Information sessions:
o During periods 1 and 2, Year 9 students will join Year 
10 students for further information about VCE and VET Unit 
options.
o Year 9 students will be given a general introduction 
about the process of subject selection as well as further 
information about accessing an advanced VCE/VET subject. 
The process of completing their subject selections online will 
be explained to students at these sessions and students will 
receive an email with their log-on names and passwords after 
these sessions.
• Year 9 students who have any queries about which 
subjects to select are advised to contact Ms Ryan.
• Students will receive an email with their log-on names 

Subject  selections  for  2020
• Once we receive the subject 
preferences from students, the choices 
listed by students are entered into the 
timetable programme. 
• We then use this information 
to decide on the number and type of 
subjects that will be running in 2019.  In 
effect, this means that the subject units 
that Trinity College offers in 2019 are 
determined by student choices. 
• Once the demand for subjects 
has been ascertained, the timetable for 
2019 is constructed. 
• This is the reason that it is 
imperative that students complete their 
subject selections online by the due date 
and that students make the best possible 
decisions about which subjects they wish 
to study. 
Whilst we attempt to offer as broad 
a choice of subjects as possible for 
students, we also acknowledge that 
some students may not always get their 
preferred subject choices.
This may be because of the low number 
of students choosing that subject or due 
to clashes of students’ choices on the 
timetable. Our timetable system works 
to minimise clashes, but unfortunately, 
they still can occur. We endeavour to 
ensure that students receive as many of 

their chosen options but it is not always 
possible for students to get the exact 
subjects they have chosen. 
Should students have any queries about 
their subject selections they are advised 
to contact any relevant staff member. 
Key points of contact include:
• Queries about completing the 
online subject selection process: Mr 
Sean James (Timetabler).
• Career options, VET and School-
based apprenticeships: Mrs Julie Demasi 
(Careers Officer and VET Coordinator).
• VCAL: Miss Pam Scott (VCAL Co-
coordinator).
• Subject content of units: 
Learning Area Facilitators and subject 
teachers.
• Overall selection of subjects: 
Ms Libby Ryan (Director of Learning), Mr 
Joe McCracken (Pathways), as well the 
homeroom teachers and Year Level Co-
ordinators. 
Please contact Reception staff who will 
direct you to the relevant staff member. 
We trust that our team at Trinity College 
can be of great assistance to you as 
your child follows the process of subject 
selections for 2019.
Ms Libby Ryan
Acting Deputy Principal

TIMELINE  and  expectations  for each  year  level
and passwords, which will detail the process of completing 
their subject selections online.
• By midnight on Thursday, 15th August, Year 9 students 
need to have completed their 2019 subject selections online. 
Students must print a final copy of their selections, ensure that 
the sheet is signed by a parent/guardian and must return the 
sheet to their homeroom teacher. 
Accelerated VCE and VET Units
• Year 9 students have the opportunity to access one 
accelerated VCE or VET subject in Year 10. The academic record 
of students will be considered to ascertain whether such 
acceleration is in the best interest of the individual student. 
Students must complete an application form and return this for 
consideration.
• Ms Ryan and Mr Trevaskis will consult with staff about 
the possibility of individual students doing an accelerated 
course. Students will be interviewed if required and parents will 
be contacted should there be any queries about the application 
for accelerated learning.
Year 10
Curriculum Handbook: Year 10 students will receive their 
Curriculum Handbook on Tuesday, 23rd July.
Senior Students Information Evening: 
• Year 10 students and a parent/guardian are expected to 
attend the Senior Pathways Information Evening when they will 
be given extra information about VCE, VET and VCAL (Tuesday, 
23rd July 7:30 pm in the Trinity College Jubilee Centre). This will 
be the only specific information session for Year 10 students, so 
it is vital that students and a parent/guardian attend this
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information session. 
• Students must bring their 
Curriculum Handbook with them to this 
meeting.
Subject Information session: 
• On Wednesday, 24th July, 
during periods 1 and 2, Year 10 students 
will attend a Subject Information Session 
during which they will receive additional 
subject-specific information about VCE 
and VET subject units.
• Students will receive an email 
on Tuesday, 23rd July with their log-on 
names and passwords, which will detail 
the process of completing their subject 
selections online.
Process: 26th July to 10th August  
• All Year 10 students are 
expected to attend an Interview with 
either Ms Ryan, Mr James or with Mr 
McCracken. These individual interview 
times have already been distributed to 
Year 10 students.  
• Parents are welcome to attend 
the interview. 
• These interview times can be 
changed at Reception if needed. 
• Year 10 students must bring 
with them to their interview any relevant 
information such as that from their 
Career Workshops. 

• After this initial interview, 
students may be referred to Mrs 
Demasi, the Careers Officer, for further 
consultation. 
• Year 10 students wishing to do 
VCAL in 2019 must have an interview with 
Miss Scott. These will be recommended 
at the student’s Year 10 interview.
• By midnight on Thursday, 15th 
August, Year 10 students need to have 
completed their 2020 Subject Selections 
online. Students must print a final copy 
of their selections in the computer 
programme, ensure that the sheet is 
signed by a parent/guardian and return 
the sheet to their homeroom teacher. 
Year 11
Curriculum Handbook: Yr 11 students 
received the Curriculum Handbook on 
Tuesday, 23rd July.
Subject Information session: 
• Students will attend an 
information session about the subject 

selection process on Tuesday, 23rd  July.
Process: 
• Students will receive an email 
on Tuesday, 23rd July with their log-on 
names and passwords, which details 
the process of completing their subject 
selections online.
• Year 11 students wishing to 
seek advice on their subject selections 
can book interview times with Mrs 
Pefanis through Student Reception. 
These interviews will be held from 26th 
July to 9th August.
Parents are welcome to attend the 
interview with their child. 
• By midnight on Thursday, 15th 
August, Year 11 students need to have 
completed their 2019 Subject Selections 
online.
Students must print a final copy of their 
selections in the computer programme, 
ensure that the sheet is signed by a 
parent/guardian and return the sheet to 
their homeroom teacher. 

TIMELINE  and  expectations  for each  year  level
SEEK  HELP  WHERE  REQUIRED  TO

ASSIsT  SUBJECT  SELECTION

Fill  out  your  preferred  options  online

Healthy eating helps children and young 
people feel better about themselves and 
their bodies, cope more effectively with 
stress, better manage their emotions 
and get a good sleep – all of which assist 
learning.
In contrast, poor nutrition has been linked 
to emotional and behavioural problems 
and increased learning difficulties. 
Most research about nutrition and 
mental health has focused on adults. 
Researchers have found that good 
nutrition is associated with better mental 
health outcomes, whereas a poor diet 
is associated with a greater risk of 
depression and anxiety.  
Emerging research that focuses on 
children and young people has also found 
a relationship between unhealthy diets 
and poorer mental health outcomes.  
There is a link between externalising 
behaviour (such as hyperactivity, 
aggression, disobedience) and diet.
For example, poor nutrition has been 
associated with symptoms of attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder. Poor 
nutrition also affects concentration 
and increases tiredness, which then 
interferes with learning. Children and 
young people’s behaviour, and their 

How  are  nutrition  and  mental  health  linked?

academic performance improves when 
good quality food is eaten.
Dietary habits aren’t always a choice.
‘Food insecurity’ – where people don’t 
have enough food due to because of 
things such as unemployment and 
poverty – is also a problem for many 
families in Australia. Food insecurity can 
result in poorer academic performance, 
time off from school, stress, depression, 
anxiety, aggression, and difficulty getting 
along with others. 

There are several reasons for how diet 
may affect mental health
• Fruits and vegetables, grains, 
fish, lean red meats and olive oils are rich 
in important nutrients such as folate, 
magnesium, vitamins and zinc which 
all impact on body and brain functions 
including mood regulation. Nutrient 
deficiencies have been associated with 
mental health conditions including 
depression and anxiety.
• Poor nutrition affects the 
immune system which is also linked to 
mental health functioning.
• High-fat, high-sugar diets can 
affect proteins in the body that are 
important for brain development.
• Iron deficiency has been linked 
to cognitive function impairments 
associated with learning and memory.
• Food insecurity is a psychological 
stressor. High levels of ongoing stress 
have been related to depression and 
cognitive deficits.
• The good news is that improving 
what you eat can lead to improvements 
in your mental health so it’s never 
too late to encourage healthier eating 
patterns.
Source: BeYou



St. Mary's  Parish
Sacramental  Program
The Sacramental Program is about to be 
taken up over the next few weeks.
If any families/students require any 
information please contact the Parish 
Office on  52312177 or email colac@
ballarat.catholic.org.au
Father Michael

Innovate is a Year 7 STEM Elective that runs over a block of 
about five weeks. 
The students learn to work collaboratively in small teams to 
design and produce a Micro:Pet.
The Micro:Pet must do one useful thing such as provide 
companionship, act as a guard or alarm or provide 
entertainment. 
The students need to use a programmable chip and accessories 
to make their pet do these useful things.

Innovative  approach  to  programming
The programmable chip is called a Micro:bit and these have 
been designed to assist students in understanding the basics of 
computer programming.
At the end of the project students need to communicate 
their design, their progress and how their group worked 
collaboratively to create their project. They do this by producing 
and presenting a Powerpoint Presentation.
Jacinta Pritchard
Teacher

Trinity College
Vision/Mission
Our Vision

Inspired by Jesus, We Make 
a Difference
Our Mission
To make a difference through:
• Nurturing respectful and safe 
relationships in a Christian environment
• Challenging all to be creative 
and passionate learners 
• Inspiring a sense of justice, 
compassion, empathy, curiosity and  
resilience
Our Core Values
We value our Catholic Ethos: We 
celebrate our Catholic tradition in word 
and action
We value our Community: We offer 
a genuine welcome, kindness and 
responsibility for all
We value our Learning: We cultivate 
a love of learning and a thirst for 
knowledge and understanding
We value Social Justice: We act with 
hope and love to bring about a socially 
just world

SUPPORT  WOMEN  OF  TANZANIA
Our Tanzanian Immersion Group is hosting a morning tea on Friday to support women 
in Tanzania with a collection of sanitary pads.
Lack of access to sanitary pads for young women in Tanzania is one reason for school 
absences and our immersion group wants to assist by collecting pads and delivering 
them during their trip.
Year 12’s and staff are invited to the morning tea in TT1 in the first break and entry is 
by a small packet of pads. If you are unable to do that a gold coin donation will be used 
to purchase further items.




